A non-dimensional scaling relationship for the total pressure inside thermionic, orificed hollow cathodes is derived empirically from a large database of experimental measurements and is analyzed statistically. The relationship allows calculating the total pressure inside hollow cathodes, which is necessary for self-consistent analytical models of the insert region and for insert lifetime calculations. The scaling relationship is a function of cathode operational parameters and is expressed as a non-dimensional power law. It is compared to experimental data for self-consistency and to theoretical modeling efforts. It is found that the empirical correlation agrees with experimental data with an R-squared value of 0.98 and average error of 24.5%, allows calculating the pressure over a range of three orders of magnitude or five orders of magnitude in the non-dimensional space, and is able to capture the dependency of the total pressure on the discharge current where theoretical models can not. For the dataset considered the scaling is shown to be insensitive to variations in the cathode orifice length, propellant ionization energy, and viscosity.
I. Introduction
Successful long-term operation of Hall and ion thrusters depends upon the reliable operation of hollow cathode neutralizers and plasma sources. Requirements for operational power and lifetime for these thrusters continue to increase: "near-term" projected power throughput for next-generation thrusters is expected to be 100 − 200 kW, 1 with some proposed missions requiring operational lifetimes of up to 100 kh. 2, 3 For specific impulses in the range of 2000 − 6000 s, cathode discharge currents approaching 700 A may be required.
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We have demonstrated operation at up to 400 A in our own work, 6 but without experimental measurements of the emitter temperature profile and internal axial plasma density profile it is challenging to predict the operational lifetime. Widely-applicable and reliable cathode models that do not rely on cathode-specific experimental data as an input are necessary for the development of next-generation hollow cathodes.
In both Refs. 7 and 8, the authors noted that the estimate of the neutral gas pressure in the cathode affects predicted physical quantities such as the electron temperature and the ratio of sheath edge plasma density to the average plasma density. Assuming charge-exchange-dominated ambipolar diffusion, the electron temperature depends only on the geometry of the cathode and the neutral gas density. 8 The neutral gas pressure P g can then be estimated in both the cathode insert and orifice regions from the total pressure and ionization fraction. The estimation of the latter is beyond the scope of this paper. Calculation of the total pressure has been performed using an empirical relationship designed for a mercury hollow cathode, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] an isentropic 15 or isothermal 16, 17 flow approach, Poiseuille flow theory, 18-20 a modification of Poiseuille flow theory 21, 22 (to take into account compressibility and molecular flow effects) and an "equivalent temperature" or modified specific gas constant taking into account the ionization fraction. 16, 17, 23, 24 The empirical approach suggested by Siegfried and Wilbur [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] for mercury hollow cathodes and later extended by Friedly to xenon cathodes in Ref. 14 uses relationships based on a single cathode. Similar work by Patterson et al. 25 only uses the T6 cathode. The resulting relationships from these approaches cannot be generalized to other cathodes or operating conditions. Friedly 14 suggests that the mass flow rate used in the empirical relationship be augmented by the ion flow rate ingested by the cathode. The ions are assumed to go through a double-sheath in front of the orifice and recombine in the insert region as neutrals that then exit the orifice. Since Friedly considers that the total flow rate without ion ingestion inside the orifice is that of the supply, the backstreaming ions have to be created through another mechanism outside of the cathode. This approach possibly contradicts conservation of mass.
The isentropic flow model of Ref. 15 relies on the assumptions that the flow is choked at the outlet plane, the flow rate is sufficient to ensure continuum flow in the orifice region, and that both viscous losses and heat addition due to Joule heating are negligible. Similar assumptions are made in Refs. 16 and 17 for an isothermal flow. The choked-flow assumption is justified as long as the ratio of backing (stagnation) pressure P 0 to vacuum background pressure P b satisfies:
where γ is the ratio of heat capacities. This condition is met for all cathodes operating in vacuum: for monatomic propellants, γ = 5/3 and G = 2.05. Since most cathodes operate in a vacuum chamber with P b ≈ 10 −5 Torr or lower or in the vacuum of space, P 0 /P b G. For most cathodes, however, the continuum assumption in the orifice is not guaranteed to hold. Figure 1(a) shows typical values of the Knudsen number, Kn, in the orifice. Knudsen numbers in the range 0.01 < Kn < 1.0 indicate the transition regime from continuum to molecular fluid flow. The values are computed using a set of experimental data from Siegfried and Wilbur's mercury cathode, 26 Friedly's cathode, 14 Salhi's xenon and argon cathode, 17 Domonkos's SC012, EK6, and AR3 cathodes, 21 the T6 cathode from the Royal Aerospace Establishment, 25, 27 and the NSTAR and NEXIS cathodes from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] The neutral gas temperature is estimated to be either three times the maximum insert wall temperature, 18 or 3000 K if wall temperature data is unavailable. The list of cathodes reviewed is shown in the Appendix.
Viscosity has been underlined as an important process for the flow dynamics inside the cathode in 2D-simulations in Ref. 31 . Computed Reynolds numbers Re in Fig. 1(b) indicate that the flow through the cathode can be considered laminar (Re 1000) and that viscous effects are indeed important (0.1 < Re < 10). The dynamic viscosity for the Reynolds number is calculated using results from Stiel and Thodos
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for xenon and argon. We use the Chapman-Enskog method applied to the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential for mercury vapor with σ = 2.898Å and /k B = 851.0 K. 34 This method produces good agreement with experimental data for temperatures less than 1000 K as shown in Fig. 2 . valid in most regions of the cathode. Neglecting Joule heating in the flow is problematic because it prevents the model from capturing any effect of the discharge current. The flow transitions from a low Mach number in the insert region to a sonic condition at the orifice outlet and therefore shows strong compressibility effects. The length over which the flow travels before becoming fully-developed or "entrance length" can be estimated with:
The range of ratio of L f d to the orifice length L o is shown in Fig. 1 (c) for various cathodes. For most cathodes the effect of the orifice constriction invalidates the fully-developed-flow assumption over the whole length of the orifice. The Poiseuille flow model also does not take into account plasma effects and therefore fails to capture the true dependency of the total pressure with species and discharge current. The latter can change the total pressure significantly, as shown in Fig. 3 where we apply the Poiseuille flow theory to the NEXIS cathode as a function of both discharge current I d and mass flow rateṁ. More complicated theoretical models such as the one proposed by Domonkos in Refs. 21,22 or Albertoni et al. in Refs. 23, 24 attempt to address some of the aforementioned issues. Domonkos suggests combining Poiseuille flow with choked flow condition at the orifice outlet, and adds a correction to the obtained result for the insert-to-orifice constriction and transition to molecular flow. Figure 3 shows that Domonkos's model has worse performance than the Poiseuille approach on the NEXIS cathode, and still cannot capture the effect of the discharge current. Albertoni et al. 24 introduce the effect of the plasma through the ionization fraction and electron temperature which are computed as part of a global 0D model. The proposed relationship is used to compute the total static pressure and is valid at the orifice outlet where the author assumes choked flow. This model still relies on Domonkos's modified Poiseuille flow model to predict the pressure drop across the orifice, and therefore cannot accurately account for the effects of Joule heating in the orifice. In addition, the assumptions made in applying Poiseuille flow are generally violated in the cathode orifice as mentioned above.
An analytical description of the flow physics inside the hollow cathode is challenging. The flow features heat addition from Joule heating in the orifice, frozen flow and wall losses due to ionization and plasma sheath fluxes, a transition from incompressible to sonic flow over the length of a short orifice, viscous effects, and a transition to molecular flow. In this work, we propose an empirical approach to calculate the total static pressure inside orificed hollow cathodes and to guide an analytical analysis. We gather experimental data and analyze it using dimensional analysis and propose a power law for the cathode internal pressure as a function of the resulting non-dimensional parameters. We compare the empirical relationship to experimental data and perform a statistical analysis to extract the most pertinent non-dimensional variables. We finally discuss their relevance.
II. Empirical approach

A. Π-products
Based on observation of the experimental data, we expect the cathode pressure to exhibit dependence on geometry, mass flow rate, discharge current, gas species, gas temperature, and viscosity. We therefore consider a general expression for the pressure in the insert region,
where d o and d c are the orifice and insert diameters, respectively, L o the orifice length, I d the discharge current,ṁ the mass flow rate in kg/s, M the atomic mass of the propellant considered, a the speed of sound of the gas of interest, iz the ionization energy of the species considered in eV, µ the dynamic viscosity in Pa·s, and µ 0 the permeability of vacuum. There are four physical dimensions (mass, length, time, charge) and 11 parameters. The Buckingham Π theorem 36 indicates that there should be 7 non-dimensional Π-products. We use Ipsen's method 37 to find the Π-products by successively eliminating physical dimensions from Equation 3. As opposed to the previous empirical studies of Refs. 10 and 14, the total pressure is not normalized by the gasdynamic pressure
Better agreement to a power law fit is obtained using this approach, especially for cathodes operating at higher discharge currents or lower mass flow rates. We consider the following Π-products:
We recognize the ratio of total pressure to magnetic pressure in the orifice as the first Π-product. The second and third are geometric aspect ratios. The term (ṁq/M I d ) in the fourth Π-product is the total mass flux divided by the flux of ionized particles and is related to the ionization fraction. The second half of the Π-product is a function of both mass and orifice diameter, and involves both geometry and gas species. The fifth Π-product is the ratio of gasdynamic to magnetic pressures. The numerator of Π 6 is the ionization energy density inside the orifice. It is multiplied by the inverse of Π 3 . The seventh Π-product is the Reynolds number and accounts for viscosity effects.
B. Power law
The Π-products are assumed to have a power law dependency:
where C is a scaling constant, and the β k−1 are exponents to be determined. After applying the logarithm base 10 to both sides of Eqn. 11, we obtain a linear relationship:
where Y = log 10 Π 1 , X k = log 10 Π k , and β 0 = log 10 C. Equation 12 is a linear regression which we fit using a least-squares approach.
III. Results and discussion
A. Power law
The least-squares fit yields β = (9.66, 1.43, −0.15, −0.84, 1.89, −0.20, 0.35). The corresponding constant for the power law is C = 4.54 × 10 9 .
Qualitative analysis
The power law fit applied to the experimental data is shown in both Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for the full data set. The data collapse onto a single line, indicating good agreement with the proposed empirical relationship over a range of five orders of magnitude. Based on the results of the dimensional analysis and the grouping of data by cathode in Fig. 4(b) , we can see that as the ratio of the mass flow rate to the discharge current is increased the data points cluster at the origin of the plot. At the opposite end of the curve, data points corresponding to cathodes with relatively high mass flow rate and low discharge current are clustered. Increasing the cathode insert diameter yields results closer to the origin of the plot (e.g. NEXIS cathode), while data points for cathodes with a smaller orifice diameter (e.g. SC012) are clustered towards the high-pressure values. Because the NSTAR, T6, and Salhi's and Siegfried's cathodes have similar dimensions, there is an accumulation of data points at the center of plot.
Comparison to theoretical models
The obtained R-squared and average error for the least-squares fit are equal to 0.98 and 24.5%, respectively. The error distribution is shown in Fig. 5 and indicates that the proposed data fit is mostly within a factor of 1.3 of the experimental data. The aforementioned error analysis can be repeated for the isentropic and Poiseuille flow models, as both can be expressed directly in terms of the derived Π-products. The pressure as calculated from an isentropic flow and Poiseuille flow approach depends only on Π 5 , and Π 3 , Π 5 , and Π 7 , respectively:
The constants C iso and C Poiseuille are the respective scaling constants. Neither approach include a dependency on the plasma quantities and therefore discharge current. The corresponding R-squared value and average errors are shown in Table 1 . The high values for the R-squared and average error for both the isentropic and Poiseuille flow models indicate that they are not adequate in capturing the total pressure inside hollow cathodes. Table 1 : R-squared value and average error for the studied flow models and empirical relationship.
Statistical analysis
Principal component analysis The goal of the principal component analysis (PCA) is to determine the number of relevant variables. PCA calculations are performed with the scikit-learn API. 38 Figure 6 shows the explained variance as a function of the total number of variables considered. The variance ceases to increase for three or more dimensions which indicates that the total pressure is not a strong function of three of the Π-products. The redundant Π-products are found by performing two additional analyses. For all k, we calculate a linear fit without β k and the corresponding F-statistic:
where N = 366 is the total size of the dataset, p = 6 is the total number of variables, and RSS and RSS k are the residual sum of squares for the complete and reduced linear fits, respectively:
We then calculate the t-statistic and the p-value for Hyp. H0. The F-and t-statistics and the corresponding p-value are shown in Table 2 . The p-value for all Π-products is less than 5%, indicating that Hyp. H0 should be rejected in all cases with 95% confidence. However, both Π 3 and Π 6 feature both a low F-statistic and a high p-value as compared to the other products, which indicates that these two variables may be superfluous. The product with the next lowest F-statistic is Π 7 . This suggests that the variable may be redundant as well. Table 2 : F-statistic, t-statistic, and p-value for each Π-product.
Randomized selection
The randomized selection test consists in rearranging the samples of one Π-product at a time at random, performing a linear regression (Eqn. 12), and calculating both the R-squared value and average error. The randomization of a superfluous Π-product has little to no effect on these metric. The corresponding R-squared and average error resulting from this process is shown in Table 3 . We observe that both the randomization of Π 3 and Π 6 has little to no effect on the overall fit. This shows that both variables are superfluous as was suggested by the p-value analysis. The process can be repeated once these products are discarded. We find that Π 7 has the lowest effect on the fit during the second iteration and can also be removed from the data fit without introducing large errors. Table 3 : R-squared value and average error for the linear fit with a randomized Π-product. The data for the unperturbed fit is shown on the Reference line.
Interpretation The three dimensions removed from the original Π-product relationship are Π 3 , Π 6 , and Π 7 . Both L o and iz do not show much variation in the dataset: most cathodes studied operate with xenon (identical ionization energy) and feature an orifice length which is always close to 1 mm. The products that feature both quantities (Π 3 and Π 6 ) have therefore little to no effect on the overall fit. Though viscosity effects are important, 81% of the Reynolds numbers studied are within a single order of magnitude: 1 < Re < 10.
More variation in the data is needed for these Π-products to be relevant. The variance is explained by the effect of the constriction (Π 2 ), influence of the plasma (Π 4 ), and gasdynamic effects (Π 5 ). Physically, the orifice plate results in a pressure drop. It is therefore unsurprising that Π 2 is of importance. Similarly, both the gasdynamic and plasma effect are relevant in this context and can describe two mechanisms of pressure change due to a change in mass flow rate, current, or both. The proposed scaling relationship and analysis does not extend to cathodes which operate with a much longer orifice or propellant with a lower ionization energy (e.g. lithium). We also note that the relationship spans five orders of magnitude in variation of the non-dimensional variables, and is not able to capture the dominant effects of a given flow regime. Finally, it is likely that the true dependency of the pressure does not follow a power law. The latter is a simplification that allows for a rapid analysis and development of a pressure estimate.
B. Predictive capabilities
For a monatomic gas with γ = 5/3, the empirical relationship can be re-written in terms of physical quantities: 
where M is the atomic mass of the propellant species in kg and M a is the atomic mass in amu. Figure 7 shows the empirical relationship applied to the NEXIS cathode for an assumed gas temperature of 3, 000 K. The empirical relationship is capable of capturing the dependence of the cathode internal pressure on discharge current and yields a good approximation of the total pressure. A sensitivity analysis to the gas temperature is shown in Fig. 8 and reveals that a ±30% change in gas temperature results in a ±25% change in total pressure. 
IV. Conclusion
We have developed a non-dimensional scaling relationship to calculate the total pressure inside orificed hollow cathodes and compared it to both experimental data for self-consistency and previous modeling attempts. The relationship features good agreement with experimental data and is able to capture the dependency of the pressure with both mass flow rate and discharge current, while theoretical models can not. It is able to capture the pressure over three orders of magnitude or five orders of magnitude in the nondimensional space. We have used statistical tools to analyze the relationship and found that the influence of the constriction and plasma and gasdynamic effects are the most physically relevant.
Evaluation of the empirical fit based on the derived Π-products allows for the calculation of the cathode internal pressure over an extremely wide range of operating conditions that could not be captured by a flow model incorporating only a single flow regime. This makes the empirical fit a useful tool for the evaluation of future analytical flow models and allows the calculation of previously unknown input values for existing theoretical cathode plasma models. Table 4 : Catalogued cathodes, their operating regime, and the data reference. * The orifice length of the cathode used by Friedly is not specified and set to 1 mm.
B. Π-product exponents
We give the Π-product exponents with additional digits to ensure accurate computations. The pressure 
